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Radiologists - the doctors' doctors 

Radiologists studying on echogrom. 

N
o, radiologists don't repair radios! Since Rontgen 
discovered the X-ray 100 years ago, the term 
"radiology" has been used to denote the medical 

uses of radiation and "radiologist" to designate the med
ical doctor who specializes in radiological sciences. 

First and foremost, radiologists are physicians of 
more than one kind. Diagnostic radiologists diagnose 
everything from fractures and tuberculosis to brain 
tumours and complications of pregnancy. Therapeutic 
radiologists use radiation to treat- and often cure
diseases. And nuclear medicine denotes the medical uses 
of special radioactive isotopes in both the diagnosis and 
treatment of diseases. 

Radiologists are also consultants and have occasion
ally been described as "the doctor 's doctor". As rapid 
advances in medical imaging have provided radiologists 
with unparalleled capabilities to examine the human 
body without the discomfort and risk associated with 
surgical exploration, other physicians have increasingly 
turned to them for assistance in diagnosis. 

Accurate, highly detailed pictures of the body from 
top to bottom can now be obtained quickly and non
invasively. In fact, radiology is itself an outmoded term 
since many new medical imaging techniques don ' t use 
X-rays at all. Various forms of electromagnetic energy 
can be employed to diagnose and treat a broad spectrum 
of diseases. For example, ultrasound studies use sound 
waves to peer inside the body. A relatively new tech
nique, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), uses special 
radiofrequency pulses. MRI can provide dynamic im
ages of the beating heart as well as exquisitely detailed 
studies of such tiny structures as the inner ear. 

Although buying and maintaining equipment is 
expensive, as is the training of technologists and radiol
ogists in large areas of the world , medical imaging 
research is providing increasingly accurate ways of 
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diagnosing and treating many of the diseases that afflict 
mankind. Physicians everywhere are discovering that the 
radiological sciences- and their practitioners, the radiol
ogists- are their staunch allies in the quest for better 
health. • 

Contributed by Professor An ne G. Osborn, University of Utah Medical 
Center, 50 North Medical Drive, Soft Lake City, UT 84132, USA She 
is Chairman of the International Commission on Radiological Education. 

Radiographers today 

Students taking notes at the Radiological Technologists' Education Centre 
in japan. 

The job of the radiographer has changed dramatically 
in the past few decades. The early technicians who 
made photographic records (radiographs) of anatom

ical structures have now, in the industrialized world, 
become "radiological technologists" (RTs) involved in 
complex functional studies using computer images. 

Radiological technologists also work in radiotherapy 
- treatment by the application of radiation from outside 
the body or using radioisotopes - and also hyperthermia 
using non-ionizing radiation (microwaves or ultrasound). 
While radiation and radioisotopes are extremely benefi
cial tools for medicine, they can be very harmful if mis
used. RTs consequently have to learn to pay careful 
attention to the protection of the patient and safety 
control. 

Over the years the RT has evolved into an indepen
dent profession, part of a closely integrated team of 
medical specialists, physicists, nurses and others. Three
year courses are now available in many countries, provid
ing a solid basis for developing skills and offering vital 
hospital experience as a compulsory part of training. 
Young people today wishing to apply should have a good 
preparation in basic science and a sensitivity to the needs 
of their fellow human beings . A genuine wish to be of 


